
 

INVESTMENT REVIEW – February 2021   
 
The month of January saw initial optimism on the outlook for 2021 and a degree of ebullience, which 
then faded in the face of mutations in the Covid-19 virus and potential market permutations. 
 
The pandemic has persisted and the toll has mounted further, with data from the Johns Hopkins 
University showing that the number of recorded deaths worldwide has risen above 2.2m, of which 
there have now been over 100,000 in the UK. The new variants have brought higher contagion and 
renewed restrictions, adding to the challenges of reaching full production and an equitable 
distribution of the various vaccines. There remains a degree of confidence in a return to a more 
normal, if new normal, way of social and economic life, although the timetable seems to be slipping.   
 
There have been more encouraging developments on the world economy. The IMF is more optimistic 
than the OECD (and its sister organisation the World Bank) and it increased its estimate for growth in 
global GDP to 5.2% in 2021, while noting that there was extraordinary uncertainty over the year 
ahead. The biggest upgrade in its forecasts was for the US, although in December employers there 
shed a net 140,000 jobs, the first such loss since April. The renewed restrictions to deal with the virus 
have had an impact on economies, with the UK seeing GDP decline by 2.6% in November as services 
suffered in the lock-down and with other European countries under pressure. Again it is the Asian 
countries that have brought the virus under control fastest and that are busy supplying components 
for new technologies that have thrived, factors which helped Taiwan to record higher growth at 3% in 
2020 than mainland China for the first time in three decades. China itself reported that its economy 
expanded by 6.5% in the fourth quarter as against 2019 and was 2.3% larger for the year as a whole. 
The country also became the largest recipient of foreign direct investment, which rose by 16% to 
$163bn in 2020 whereas for the US the amount fell from $251bn to $140bn. 
 
Governments are ready to borrow to add a stimulus to economies, as borrowing rates are low. Janet 
Yellen said at her confirmation hearing as US Treasury secretary that ‘the smartest thing we can do is 
act big’ to avoid long-term scarring to the economy, and to worry about the deficit later. The focus is 
on infrastructure, which will help to make up for a previous shortfall in spending and to provide an 
economic boost: the IMF estimates that increasing public expenditure by 1% of GDP across the world 
could create 20m jobs and lift GDP by 0.25-0.5% in the first year, and several times that subsequently. 
The emphasis is on green projects, which comprise 30% of the European Union’s €750bn recovery 
fund and are a key element of Joe Biden’s proposed $1.9trn package, while China has some $1.5trn of 
new investment planned. The pandemic prompted a 10.3% decline in US greenhouse gas emissions in 
2020 (the 2009 recession had seen a drop of 6.3%) and, while emissions will increase as the economy 
recovers, there is an appetite to see a cleaner world.  
 
Debt levels and deficits will need to be addressed. As spending cuts are anathema and as higher taxes 
are unpopular, governments may favour a form of financial repression by keeping interest rates 
lower than inflation, which has been pushed higher by commodity prices. Expectations for interest 
rates remain stubbornly low and help sustain the apparently unsustainable search for yield, given the 
minimal returns for funds on deposit. There is cash in the system: companies in the US S&P500 
borrowed $1.2tn through issuing debt in 2020 and data indicated that UK households are holding 
£1.5tn, of which they might only need a fifth for any financial contingencies. There is scope for a 
substantial boost to spending but also a risk that lenders grow wary.  
 
Individuals seem also to have searched for new forms of entertainment in a lock-down world, in 
which they have more time, social media and ever-lower trading costs to entice them to invest or 
perhaps to speculate on markets. The GameStop saga is one further sign of frothiness to add to the 
enormous appetite for new issues and the rise of special purpose acquisition vehicles. Earnings still 
count, as the record profits from Apple show, and so too do valuations. Tesla sold 500,000 vehicles in 
2020 but then VW saw its own sales of electric cars treble to 231,600 in the year; the former trades on 
12x prospective sales, the latter on 0.4x.  
 
There are political complications, as usual: the Italian coalition has fractured, the return of Alexei 
Navalny has increased the pressure in Russia and the military coup in Myanmar will prove a test. 



 
 
 
 
The FTSE 100 rose to a closing high of 6873 early in January but then declined to end at 6407, 0.8% 
lower for the month. Mid-sized companies in the FTSE 250 index fell 1.3% while the FTSE SmallCap 
index managed a small gain of 0.2%, as did the FTSE AIM All-Share with 0.3%. The FTSE All-Share 
return including income was -0.8% for the month. 
 
In the US the S&P 500 index fell by 1.1% in January, having also been higher earlier in the month. 
Before the market faltered more than a tenth of shares in the index were at least 40% above the 
average price over the previous 200 days, a ratio only seen four times in the last thirty-five years. The 
Dow Jones Industrial index dropped 2% in the month. The NASDAQ index did hold a gain of 1.4% 
and benefitted from a pivot away from cyclical industries while smaller companies, as represented by 
the Russell 2000 index, outperformed again with a rise of 5%. 
 
In Europe the FTSE Eurofirst 300 closed 0.8% lower over the month, with the German DAX least 
weak of the major markets, while the Euromoney index of smaller companies rose 0.3%. In Japan the 
Nikkei 225 index rose by 0.8% in the month.  
 
The MSCI Emerging Markets index in US$ terms recorded a gain of 3% in the period, when the 
Korean market was strong, while the Shanghai market in China managed a rise of 0.3%. The MSCI 
Frontier Markets index was up 0.3% too in January, although Vietnam fell by 4.3%. 
 
For bond markets the UK 10-year gilt yield rose from 0.2% to end the month at 0.33% and the total 
return for the FTSE Gilts All Stocks index was -1.7%. In the US the 10-year yield moved up from 
0.91% to 1.07% and there was a negative return from 7-10 year US Treasuries, while in Europe the 10-
year bund yield in Germany was a little less negative at -0.52%. In the month fixed interest indices 
fell.  
 
Sterling was a little higher against the US$, up by 0.3% over the month to close at a rate of $1.37:£ 
while against the euro Sterling gained 0.9% at €1.13:£. 
 
The price of gold fell 2.7% in the month to $1848 per troy ounce. The price of Brent oil rallied further 
and gained 7.2% over the month to end at $55 per barrel. The main metal prices were more subdued 
and the price of platinum fell, while the major agricultural commodities were mostly higher. The Vix 
index, as a gauge of expected volatility in the US market, saw a significant rise and was nearly 50% 
higher over the month. 
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